RRS 30
WALKIE REACH STACKER

Do the job in less time for less money. Whether you are trying to improve productivity, reduce maintenance costs, or perform more tasks with one truck, the Raymond RRS is the solution. This highly maneuverable stacker is the perfect vehicle for retail storage areas, weight restricted elevators and floors, and other specialized operations. The versatile RRS can accomplish all of your staging and dock-to-stock needs. The easy-to-use controls and ergonomic control handle provide maximum simplicity and smooth operation, increasing operator confidence. Variable speed control levers make load handling easier and more precise, which enhances productivity and reduces rack damage. Modular components and heavy-duty construction make the Raymond RRS easy to maintain and economical to own.

RRS30 STANDARD EQUIPMENT

+ 3000 pound maximum capacity
+ Two and three stage masts with fork heights up to 189”
+ Load sensing torsion bar suspension for easier steering
+ Separately excited traction system for smooth acceleration
+ Thumb wheel control
+ Key switch
+ Handle mounted electric lift/lower for easy access
+ Chassis mounted manual lift/lower for precise control
+ Tilt carriage
+ 48” high load backrest
+ Hour meter